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#StatuaUrbana_PatrimoniumCultura

open_meeting
#multidisciplinary #multilingual
#UrbanStatuary_CulturalHeritage          

Where? – online on Platform Zoom 

17th June at 18:00 o’clock (Time zone for Lisbon Portugal )  
LINK/ (Registration Form) http://www.catedraunesco.uevora.pt/2020/05/29/encontro_reuniao_aberta-multidisciplinar-multilingue-estatuariaurbana_patrimoniocultural/

This open_meeting is a space for sharing knowledge and experience about #UrbanStatuary_CulturalHeritage.
In this open_meeting, we are sharing the results of our research on #UrbanStatuary_CulturalHeritage and we are talking about the importance of Urban 
Statuary for the multilateral dialogue in different linguistic, geographical, political, scientific and cultural spaces, between peoples and cultures.
Our research and studies in the art of Urban Statuary, within the framework of Semiolinguistics and Art Sciences, have also revealed a need for a 
multidisciplinary approach to the significant works of Statuary that embellish urban spaces.

There are already some registered participants who will also give a presentation on 
#UrbanStatuary_CulturalHeritage. Soon we will let you know the topics of their presentations. 
This invitation to share knowledge and experiences aims at promoting the development of cooperation processes between people of different areas and 
reinforcing multilateralism, international dialogue and intellectual solidarity through the recognition of the great esthetic and patrimonial fortune of the Urban 
Statuary within the UNESCO Chair at University of Évora - Portugal.

We are very pleased to welcome you to this open_meeting on this fascinating topic of common interest #UrbanStatuary_CulturalHeritage!
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Chair UNESCO
University Évora, Portugal
Ana Paula Gil Soares

http://www.catedraunesco.uevora.pt/2020/05/29/encontro_reuniao_aberta-multidisciplinar-multilingue-estatuariaurbana_patrimoniocultural/


-----  Chair UNESCO  University Évora  -----

• Conceptualization of  urban statuary.

Soares, A. P. Gil. 2012. A estatuária e a escultura figurativa urbana: conceptualização de estatuária no espaço urbano. Pós-
doutoramento em Estudos Artísticos. Centro de Estudos Comparatistas. Lisboa: Universidade de Lisboa. Faculdade de Letras.
http://hdl.handle.net/10451/7403
RCAAP - Scientific Open Access Repositories Portugal

 The word statue, of Latin origin statua, is the one
that best defines the great majority of statuary works
in  the  urban  open  air  space.  However,  it  has  not
always been peacefully or eagerly accepted. Through
a comparative semantic study of the concept "urban
statuary" in different languages of the Indo-European
family  and the  analysis  of  many works  of  statuary
erected  in  the  public  open  air  urban  space,  we
demonstrate  that  the  statuary  of  the  20th  and  21st
centuries, although moving away from the models of
the 19th century sculpture, keeps on including in its
representations several semantic traces that define it
now as a genre clearly different from other sculptures.
These defining aspects are centred on the figurative
representation  and  on  the  notion  of  memory  and
homage. 

The  urban  statuary  that  we  see  displayed
throughout  the urban tissue of villages,  towns  and
cities  also  presents  a scripto-visual  narrative  which
documents   the   history  and  the  local  living
experience  through  its  material  and  immaterial
dimensions. This is the value of memory and culture
that marks the urban statuary from the second half of
the 20th century and 21st century on as an identity
territory  landmark,  thus  contributing  to  the
preservation  and  safeguarding  of  ethnographic
tangible  heritage  as  well  as  intangible  and
ethnological heritage.

The conceptualization of "statues" has its origin
in the Latin term statua since the Latin word is used in
many texts and inscriptions up to 17th century.

From the Latin "statvam", in the inscription on the pedestal  of the Erasmus statue,  first  translated by
Joachim Oudaen into "staande-Beeld" in 17th century Dutch.
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Fig. 2: Statue of Desiderius Erasmus 
(1618/ 1622), sculptor Hendrick de Keyser, 
Rotterdam, Netherlands. 

Fig. 1: Detail of the pedestal of the statue 
Desiderius Erasmus (1618/ 1622), sculptor 
Hendrick de Keyser, Rotterdam, Netherlands. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10451/7403


-----  Chair UNESCO  University Évora  -----

• Intangible cultural heritage in urban statuary.

Soares,  A. P.  Gil.  2013.  Património imaterial  e  estatuária urbana.  Pós-doutoramento em Estudos Artísticos.  Centro de Estudos Comparatistas.  Lisboa:
Universidade de Lisboa. Faculdade de Letras. 
http://hdl.handle.net/10451/8726 
RCAAP - Scientific Open Access Repositories Portugal

Urban statuary is a form of contemporary art in the open air space of villages, towns and cities, which
we live  with  in  our  everyday  dimension  and  that  contains  aspects  of  the  intangible  cultural  heritage.
Therefore, we think it is important to highlight the role of urban statuary in the safeguarding of local and
minority cultures, namely the intangible cultural heritage, as the promotion and transmission of the most
fragile cultures, i.e., the ones more likely to

be eroded in the face of growing globalization.
Through a semantic analysis of different works of urban statuary, we demonstrate that the sculptoric

images  displayed  throughout  the  urban  tissue  are  artistic  elements  that  enrich  and  safeguard  the  local
cultures as well as pedagogical tools of memory and a visual document of the intangible cultural heritage.
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Fig. 3: T’Ootje (2000),  sculptor Jans van 
Baarsen,  Volendam, Netherlands.  

Fig. 4: Statuary ensemble (2001), 
sculptor António Quina, Praça Al 
Mouhatamid Ibn Abbad, Silves, 
Portugal.

http://hdl.handle.net/10451/8726


-----  Chair UNESCO  University Évora  -----

• Conceptualization of law in urban statuary.

Soares, A. P. Gil. 2014.  Representações do direito na estatuária urbana. [Texto policopiado]. Pós-doutoramento em Estudos Artísticos. Centro de Estudos
Comparatistas. Lisboa: Universidade de Lisboa. Faculdade de Letras.
http://hdl.handle.net/10451/11931 
RCAAP - Scientific Open Access Repositories Portugal

The  works  of  urban  statuary  representing  law  convey  the  history  and
preserve the memory, showing aspects of the local culture and history through
the  sculptural  images  that  embellish  the  streets,  parks,  squares  and  public
gardens and decorate many buildings.

The works of urban statuary representing law carry with them intangible
elements,  narratives  and  social  and  historical  realities,  and,  since  they  are
situated in outdoor public spaces, hence present in the urban everyday life, they
address a large number of people. Therefore, urban statuary representing law is a
civic  art  and  an  important  element  in  the  aestheticization  of  public  space,
functioning as a pedagogical tool and as a device that brings identities together.

The judiciary statuary shows the historical and cultural value of the statues
in the open air since it reminds us of the importance of the legacy of Greek and
Roman law and justice to Western civilization.

We also identify in the urban statuary the reference to social justice through

sculptural portraits of authors of remarkable social and economic theories.
The semantics of justice and law in urban statuary also presents abstract

conceptualizations  representing  moral  concepts  such  as  guilt,  conscience,
sorrow, intelligence and will. We find these abstract conceptualizations both
in the statuary in the surrounding garden spaces of courts and in the urban
space of towns and cities, narrating dimensions of local identity through tales
and legends.

The  work  of  urban  statuary  is  contemporary  art  and  a  civilizational
object. Through the urban statuary we can preserve the memory and convey
the history.

Therefore,  it  is  necessary  to  safeguard  the  Tangible  and  Intangible
Cultural Heritage of the urban statuary.
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Fig. 4: Statue of Justice (1585), sculptor Laurent Perroud, Lausanne, 
Switzerland. 

Fig. 5: Law and Justice (1950), sculptor Raul Xavier, Beja, Portugal. 

http://hdl.handle.net/10451/11931


-----  Chair UNESCO  University Évora  -----

• Ethnology and Ethnography in urban statuary.               

Soares, A. P. Gil. 2016. Breve apontamento sobre etnologia e etnografia comparada da estatuária urbana. RCAAP 
http://hdl.handle.net/10400.26/18183 
RCAAP - Scientific Open Access Repositories Portugal

In  this  ethnological  and  ethnographic  comparative  study  of  urban  statuary,  we  prove  that  the
dialogue between semiolinguistics, ethnography and ethnology allows us to understand the meaning of the
works of statuary and their important role as cultural representations and pedagogical and educational tools
for the safeguarding of tangible and intangible cultural heritage.
These sculptural images in urban statuary portray traditional socio-economic activities, handicrafts and
other dimensions of folklore, such as traditional festivities and dance.
In addition to being a decorative object important in aestheticization of urban public space, the art of urban
statuary strengthens ties between people as an urban landmark and shows the relationships among people
and between populations and their cultural heritage.

You can consult the project at:
 http://www.catedraunesco.uevora.pt/investigacao/projectos/projectos-em-curso/estatuaria-urbana-patrimonio-cultural/

Copyright© 2020 #StatuaUrbana_PatrimoniumCultura,All rights reserved
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Fig. 6: Paprika seller (2000), sculptor 
Ramón Conde, Padrón, Galiza, Spain.

Fig. 7: Caretos (2009), sculptor Manuel Barroco, Bragança, 
Portugal. 

#UrbanStatuary_CulturalHeritage
#EstatuáriaUrbana_PatrimónioCultural
#ГородскаяСтатуя_Культурное наследие
#StatuaireUrbaine_PatrimoineCulturel
#BildhauereiStadt_kulturellesErbe

http://www.catedraunesco.uevora.pt/investigacao/projectos/projectos-em-curso/estatuaria-urbana-patrimonio-cultural/
http://hdl.handle.net/10400.26/18183

